
Media related events at the 2nd International Sprayed Sealing Conference Sunday 10 October to Tuesday 12 
October 2010 

Date and time 
 

Event Description 

Sunday 10th 
October 

11.30am 

 

 

Technical Tour This tour will showcase a visit to ARRB’s research facilities in Vermont South, where participants will have an 
opportunity to tour ARRB’s bitumen laboratories and see the sprayer nozzle test rig. 

The tour will also visit the ARRB full scale pavement testing research laboratory, where participants will see 
ARRB’s Accelerated Loading Facility (ALF) in operation. The ALF simulates heavy vehicle rolling wheel loading 
through a loaded single, tandem or tri-axle configuration and is currently testing a two coat emulsion seal on a 
granular base. 

The tour will also include a demonstration of a spray run using the French synchronised spraying / spreading 
method. 

Participants will be invited to test their skill at identifying a correct aggregate spread rate from examples on 
display. 

 

Monday 11th 
October  

9.00am 

 

 

Opening Ceremony Opening Ceremony & Keynote Address: Imperatives in sustaining sprayed sealing practice (Grand Ballroom) 

Mr Gary Liddle, CEO VicRoads 

Mr Gerard Waldron, Managing Director, ARRB Group 

Keynote speaker: Mr Dennis Rossmann, South African National Roads Agency (SANRAL) 

Mr Andrew Bethune, VicRoads 

 

Monday 11th 
October  

11.00am 

Special session:  

Case studies  

 

Case studies from Australia, New Zealand and South Africa including: 

 Pushing the limits of surface seals (N3 Toll Road in South Africa) 

 Sealing a rural freeway (Australia) 

 



Tuesday 12th 
October 

11.30am 

 

Special session:  

Country ‘Biggest 
issues’  

 

This session will highlight the biggest issues facing sprayed seals into the future. Presentations will be made by 
specialists from Australia, New Zealand and South Africa. Topics may include: 

 Meeting the traffic challenges 

 Surface preparation 

 Loss of skills 

Tuesday 12th 
October  

2.00pm 

Special session:  

Hypothetical  

A challenging sealing design problem will be outlined. Practitioners from Australia, New Zealand and South Africa 
will present their country’s solutions to the problem and these will be compared. Changes to national seal design 
procedures may be considered as an outcome of this session. 

 



Media related events at the 24th ARRB Conference Tuesday 12 October – Friday 15 October 2010 

Date and Time 
 

Event Description 

Tuesday 12th 
October  

10.00am 

 

 

Technical Tour 

M1 Freeway 
Management System 
(Network operations 
and safety) tour   

The $1.39 billion M1 Upgrade includes the introduction of an intelligent Freeway Management System along the 
Monash-CityLink-West Gate (M1) corridor. This system will capitalise on the addition of new lanes, by managing 
the flow and entry of vehicles on the freeway. The upgrade also includes strengthening works on the West Gate 
Bridge, which will ensure this critical part of Melbourne's road network continues to provide a safe and reliable 
service well into the future. 

The technical tour will focus on the evolution of the Motorway Management System from a concept through to 
implementation, including exposure to the simulation applications that have been developed. 

An opportunity will also be available to see the Motorway Management System in action at the M1 project office. 

The tour will feature a visit to ARRB’s research facilities in Vermont South offices. 

Tuesday 12th 
October  

10.00am 

 

 

Technical Tour 

Eastlink and 
Accelerated Loading 
Facility (Asset 
management and 
pavement research) 
tour 

This technical tour will showcase aspects of the construction and operation of the Eastlink tollway that take into 
consideration key asset management activities and pavement design issues. 
 
The $2.5 billion Eastlink tollway which opened to traffic in mid-2008 is a fully-electronic tollway, comprising about 
39 km of freeway-standard road connecting Melbourne’s eastern and south-eastern suburbs. An opportunity will 
also be available to visit the Eastlink Operations Centre.  
 
The tour will also include a visit to the ARRB full scale pavement testing research laboratory, which is home to 
the Accelerated Loading Facility (ALF). The ALF is used to simulate normal trafficking over the life of a pavement 
in a matter of months. This allows pavements to be tested and evaluated in a very short time compared with on-
road test sites. The ALF simulates heavy vehicle rolling wheel loading through a loaded single, tandem or tri-axle 
configuration. 
 
Tour participants will have the opportunity to see the ALF in operation and to gain an appreciation of the 
pavements currently being tested. 
 
The tour will also feature a visit to ARRB’s research facilities in Vermont South. 

Wednesday 13th 
October  

10.00am 

 

 

Opening Ceremony Opening Ceremony & Keynote Address: Building on 50 years of road and transport research  

Mr Gary Liddle, CEO VicRoads  

Mr Gerard Waldron, Managing Director, ARRB Group 

His Excellency Dr Kenneth Comninos Michael, AC, Governor of Western Australia 



Wednesday 13th 
October  

11.30am 

 

Plenary session 

Towards a 
sustainable road 
system  

 

Professor Eiichi Taniguchi, Kyoto University 
Dr Luke Reedman, CSIRO 
Mr Ross Guppy, Department of Transport and Main Roads Queensland 

Transport is a long term endeavour.  It is also vital to the social and economic well being of society and therefore 
needs to be sustainable.  However, ‘sustainability’ tends to be a catch-all phrase, with thought seldom given to 
what constitutes sustainability. This session will examine the meaning of sustainability in the roads and transport 
context, and the current positives and negatives in each of the following dimensions: 

 Sustainable network capacity 

 Fuel/ power/ emissions futures 

 Resource consumption and infrastructure provision 

 Human resources / capability. 

 

 

Thursday 14th  
October  

9.00am 

Plenary session 

Maximising network 
productivity, the case 
for road pricing 

 

Mr Stephen Perkins, OECD/ITF 
Mr Neil Aplin, Council of Australian Governments Road Reform Plan 
Ms Trudi Meakins, Department for Transport, Energy and Infrastructure, South Australia 

There are many forms of road pricing. Two key applications are managing congestion in urban areas, and access 
for heavy road freight vehicles (to account for associated road wear costs). As usage of our road network grows, 
differing approaches to current network management practices are needed. This session will examine factors that 
influence network demand, management of congestion and freight through road pricing and intelligent transport 
system (ITS) implementation. 

In Australia, the Council of Australian Governments (COAG) and the Productivity Commission have established 
the Road Reform Plan feasibility study into road pricing including the concept of mass-distance location charging. 
This aims to address broad issues associated with the road freight task. Internationally, in a number of road 
jurisdictions, the focus is on urban congestion and road use charges by time of day and location. 

This session will focus on the examination of the factors that influence current and emerging network demand 
and possible responses, particularly road pricing. 

 

 



Friday 15th 
October  

1.30pm 

 

 

Plenary session 

Mainstreaming safety 
within road asset 
management to 
deliver improved 
transport outcomes  

 

Mr Iain Cameron, Office of Road Safety, Western Australia 
Ms Kathy Martin, Main Roads Western Australia  
Mr Russell Henk, Texas Transportation Institute 

The Safe System approach has been adopted across Australia. This approach has implications for road safety 
practitioners, as well as all others involved in managing roads. This session will explore an integrated approach to 
planning and managing road assets whilst delivering improved road safety outcomes. 

Various strategies exist and, whilst some are embedded in practice, others are not.  Successful strategies build 
on basic road management standards with ‘duty of care’ by the asset manager of prime importance, covering 
hazard identification and prompt response.  The adoption of proactive risk management, as embodied in the 
increasingly popular safe roads system concept, is also key and getting the balance between focused blackspot 
programs, and area wide programs.  Improved knowledge also means we can value the cost of crashes better, 
and justify treatment programs on an economic basis, often adding considerable value to a purely asset 
protection driven program. 

 

 


